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M O N T A N A KAIMIN
Kaimin is a Salish word for paper

T h u r s d a y
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Baucus: Remove Milltown Dam, develop area
Senator outlines
development
opportunities
Casey Trang
Montana Kaimin

The effort to remove Milltown
Dam gained momentum Wednesday
as Sen. Max Baucus met with board
members of the Clark Fork Coalition
and community leaders at the
Milltown Reservoir to publicly
announce his endorsement for river
restoration efforts.
“The confluences of two rivers are
going to come together and that’s
pretty exciting and it’s exciting that
Max is going to help us,” said Tracy
Stone-Manning, executive director of
the Clark Fork Coalition, a group
that favors removing the dam.
Milltown Dam is listed as a portion of the largest Superfund site in
the nation due to decades of mining
sediments that are deposited at the
bottom of its reservoir.
The removal of the dam has been
a hot topic in the community for the
past 22 years, while support
amongst high ranking officials has
been minimal until recently.
Baucus’ announcement followed
recent endorsements by Gov. Judy
Martz and John Wardell, director of
the Montana Environmental
Protection Agency office.

Sean Sperry/Montana Kaimin

Sen. Max Baucus discusses his endorsement of the removal of the Milltown Dam to board members of the Clark Fork Coalition and community leaders Wednesday at Milltown Reservoir. The Milltown Dam is seen in the background.

“It’s one more ringing endorsement,” said Peter Nielsen, health
supervisor for the Missoula CityCounty Health Department. “It all
helps.”

Baucus, who helped author the
original Superfund program, told a
crowd of about 30 people that he
would be involved with not only the
cleanup of Milltown dam, but also

future development of the site.
“I see in life is that there is
always an opportunity,” Baucus said.

See BAUCUS, Page 8

Swipe, swipe, fizz, fizz:
Pop machines accept debit
18 Coke machines
to be upgraded
by June
Madeleine Creevy
Montana Kaimin

Students are finding it easier to “Just
Debit” when buying beverages on campus.
UM students can now use their Griz
Cards to buy beverages from vending
machines. Students can deposit money
into a personal debit account, which is
accessed by swiping their Griz Card
through a reader labeled “Just Debit” in
the pop machines, said Jorrun Liston,
director of the Griz Card center.
The Griz Card debit system was first
installed into vending machines late
December last year, said Liston.
“All students have to do is swipe their
card and the money is deducted from
their account. It’s that simple,” she said.
“There are six vending machines on

campus with the Griz Card debit
option,” said Liston.
There are two in Jesse Hall, two in
the Lommasson Center, and two in the
Gallagher Business Building, she said.
The Griz Card center plans to have
18 Griz Card vending machines up and
running by the end of June, Liston said.
“Anyone who has a Griz Card can set
up an account.”
Students in Jesse Hall have taken
full advantage of the new vending
machines.
“It is a better way to use your debit
dollars,” said UM student Jess Neidigh.
“I also like it because it is cheaper to
buy a drink from the vending machines
than at the Country Store.”
Students can deposit money into their
accounts either by credit card, check, or
cash. Transactions can either be made
over the phone or in person.
“I use it whenever I don’t have a
buck,” said Nick Venable. “It’s convenient.”

KBGA
tunes in
$10,000
200 callers
donate during
annual radiothon
Madeleine Creevy
Montana Kaimin

Sean Sperry/Montana Kaimin

A few select Coca-Cola machines are now accepting Griz
Cards on campus, like this machine at the Lommasson
Center, where card holders can buy sodas.

From Montana to
Antarctica, KBGA collected
cash from loyal listeners during their annual radiothon
last week.
KBGA ended up raising
more than $10,000.
“We knew we would not
make it to five figures before
the scheduled 8 p.m. cut off
time on each night,” said
Scott Kobold, general manager of KBGA.

See KBGA, Page 8
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O PINION
Guest Column

Editorial

Being informed is the best
defense against terrorism
It sounds as if the boys in Washington are crying wolf
yet again, or maybe they aren’t.
On Wednesday Homeland Security Secretary Tom
Ridge announced the launching of a public education
campaign that urges Americans to prepare emergency
kits and communication plans in case of a chemical, biological or radiological attack. The “Ready Campaign”
includes a Web site, broadcast media, print ads,
brochures, and pamphlets that can be found in the Yellow
Pages. People can also call 1-800-BE-READY for information on what to do to prepare for a possible terrorist
attack. The Web site, www.ready.gov, also has links to the
American Red Cross, Federal Emergency Management
Agency, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and a
long list of state agencies. In time, evacuation routes for
the nation’s 30 biggest cities will be posted and people
will also be able to plug in their ZIP codes to find out
which hospitals in their area can handle an anthrax
attack.
The messages on the Web site are simple and somber.
“Disaster preparedness is no longer the sole concern of
earthquake prone Californians and those who lie in the
part of the country known as ‘Tornado Alley,’” the Web
site says. “For Americans, preparedness must now
account for man-made disasters as well as natural ones.”
On Feb. 7 the Bush administration raised the terror
alert from yellow (elevated) to orange (high). Although
this is the highest level the terror alert has been at, just
last Saturday Bush urged Americans not to panic about
the threat of terrorism. “Americans should go about their
lives,” Bush said.
But with the launch of the Ready Campaign it seems
that now more than ever Americans are changing the way
they live their lives. Across the country people are stockpiling food, water and other emergency supplies.
Fortunately the threats of attack continue to be
unfounded.
So what are we supposed to think or more important
what are we supposed to do with all these mixed messages?
Well, Bush will tell you not to panic and Ridge will tell
you to be prepared and Senate Minority Leader Tom
Daschle will discount it all as “empty rhetoric.”
But, with the Department of Homeland Security pouring millions of dollars into this campaign, anti-aircraft
missile launchers being deployed around Washington,
D.C., and the ready.gov Web site’s grave warnings of
“very real” threats of terrorist attacks, it seems the best
thing to do is educate yourself.
Read the newspaper, sift through the sources and pay
attention to the news. The information is there for the
taking, the least you can do is inform yourself.
–Liam Gallagher
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Stand up, fight against budget hikes
extensive campaign in November to inform students across the state as to which candidates
are supportive of higher education.
Beyond efforts to get educated students in the
voting booth, ASUM and MontPIRG are currently running a campaign to ensure student voices
are heard in the Montana Legislature. For
example, 12 students traveled through a blizYOUR VOICE COUNTS IN zard to Helena in order to address a subcommittee that makes recommendations about our
Jon Swan THE MONTANA LEGISLATURE!!! Many of us don’t
funding. The result of the student testimony was
know this, but it’s true. Legislators look forward
positive from committee members. While this
to dialogue with students about where the
was effective, it is still not enough. We are still
Montana University System is heading. They
well below where we need to be. In fact, if we do
want to hear your stories of making it through
not make further progress, you are sure to see
college and how your rising tuition affects your
your tuition rise at least 7 percent over the next
well-being. More specifically, they want to know
two years. (Keep in mind that tuition went up
what you plan on doing with your education
by more than 30 percent over the past two
once you graduate.
years.) Attached to large tuition
It is no rumor that many of us
For example, do we really increases, we will see millions of
want to stay in Montana after coldollars in cuts, meaning that we
want Arthur Anderson
lege to settle down. However,
will be paying more for less.
sponsoring the accounting
with the bleak job market in
You can still get involved. The
Montana combined with more
program or Winchester ASUM is holding a Lobbyist
opportunities out-of-state, it
sponsoring Public Safety? Training for students this Sunday,
seems difficult to live here, espeFeb. 23. It starts at 8 a.m. and
Talk about biased
cially considering that the averwill be completed by 2 p.m. We
curriculum development. are providing lunch and some
age debt load of graduates
exceeds $21,000.
other amenities. Pat Williams
One reason we can cite for leaving Montana
(former Montana representative) will be in attenafter graduation is continually decreasing state
dance to offer advice and answer questions dursupport. Some of the legislators don’t like the
ing the lunch hour. We are also having a few leglaw school or the Environmental Studies
islators present to tell us what is effective when
Program, and many express frustration that
lobbying for higher education.
they have no control over where state money
You can sign up for the training by calling
goes. Various legislators will raise other minor
Matt Jennings at 243-2039. Please call him as
issues; however, they often skate past the real
soon as possible; spots will fill up quickly.
issue facing higher education. The debate of
Another way to stay informed is by visiting
funding lies not in the arena of politics or ecothe newly updated ASUM site at
nomics; rather, it is in philosophy.
www.umt.edu/asum. There is a link that has
The philosophic argument in front of us that
information on the Montana Legislature with
students (individuals) are the only beneficiaries
dates and other pertinent information.
of higher education, not Montana (society). This
Finally, if you are graduating in May like I
individual vs. societal benefit argument is being
am, you are probably wondering what your
used as a mechanism to further privatize public
interests are in lobbying for more funding for
universities. This idea of “privatization” is a hot
higher education. Hell, it’s not your tuition that
topic in higher education circles across the globe. is going up, right? While this is true, many of
Privatization means that we wouldn’t have to
you have younger brothers, sisters, relatives,
listen to the criticisms from the Montana
friends or children that will be around to face
Legislature, for they would no longer fund us.
tuition increases. The trend of declining state
However, this also means that tuition would
support will not improve unless we stop talking
skyrocket, and we might be forced to have other
about the problems with our state and start
private money running the University. For
doing something about it. Take some time, take
example, do we really want Arthur Anderson
a stance and make a difference. The world will
sponsoring the accounting program or
not change by us just complaining about issues.
Winchester sponsoring Public Safety? Talk about The world can and will only change with action.
biased curriculum development.
You may be asking yourself what students
– Jon Swan is the president of ASUM
are doing about this. To start, ASUM ran an

Around the Oval
The University of Montana is celebrating its 110th
birthday this week. What will you be doing on your 110th
birthday? What would you give UM for its birthday?
•Amy Barry
graduate student, environmental studies
Hopefully I won’t be around for that. There’s a time to go,
and it’s probably before you’re 110.
Probably more money for the faculty. The Environmental
Studies Program at least is always strapped for money.

•Kyle Baluka
junior, biology
If I’m still alive, I’ll go party, if I can still party. Or would I
party? Probably.
Quality grades. That’s what the faculty would want me to
say. A 4.0 for me. Make them look good on paper.
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Upgrade project helps students download faster Candidate
to scope UM

works have changed since then,” Ford said.
Others agreed.
Montana Kaimin
“The network currently is really being
Upgrades to the University of
strained,” said Stan Harris, director of netMontana’s computer network will make
work services. “There are a lot of users out
the system 100 times faster and allow
there who need faster speed and more
videos to be viewed more easily over the
bandwidth.”
World Wide Web.
Vice President for Administration and
The Office of Information Technology,
Finance Bob Duringer estimates the projComputing and Information Services and
ect will cost about $2 million. It is being
Facilities Services have been engaged in
paid for with money that was previously
the Building Network Infrastructure
earmarked for loan payments on technoloUpgrade Project since January. The project gy equipment and upgrades UM has
will be finished within five years, said Ray
bought in the past. Recently, a number of
Ford, associate vice president for informathose loans had been paid off and consetion technology.
quently freed up money for the project,
Most of the buildings on campus will
Duringer said.
receive enhancement of their network
The upgrades will make video
facilities, including new hardware devices,
streaming and video conferences availnew or redirected wiring and safe closets
able over the Internet, Ford said. There
for network equipment.
will also be more wireless and wired
Administrators said the upgrades are
access points for Internet users.
needed.
Bandwidth is being increased from 10
“The network on campus was created in
shared megabytes to 100 switched
the early 1990s; obviously demands on net- megabytes, which will make Internet
service more efficient.
Over 20 non-profit agencies from the
Missoula area will present information
“We have the
about their services and recruit volunequipment to do
teers. Stop by to learn more about getting these things, it takes
involved in your community!
only a little eye-ball
camera,” Ford said.
“But the network
needs to be upgraded
University Ballroom
Presented by:
first.”
Wednesday, February 19th
The Office for Civic Engagement
So far the

Natalie Storey

Volunteer Fair

Thursday, February 20th
10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

Social Science 126
243-5531

WALK, BIKE OR DRIVE

AND

Law
School
Stop

PARK FOR FREE!

Campus
Drive
Bus Stop

Park-N-Ride
is located at
the corner of
South Ave. &
S. Higgins Ave.

South
Campus
Stop
BECKWITH

ARTHUR AVE.

HIGGINS AVE.

Arthur Ave.
Bus Stop

“Alternative Fueled
Transportation”

SOUTH AVE.
Dornblaser

Shuttle will run every 15 minutes
between 7:40 a.m. & 5:40 p.m.
For more info call 243-4599
or 243-6132

University Center, the Lommasson Center,
the Mansfield Library, the Curry Health
Center and three-quarters of the Liberal
Arts Building have been upgraded. Ford
said buildings with the highest amount of
student traffic were upgraded first. Other
buildings on campus are being prioritized by
the Academic Advisory Information
Technology Committee.
The upgrades have had a positive effect
at the Mansfield Library.
“It slows down the ‘World Wide Wait’ as
we call it,” said Blaine Belcher, an information systems support specialist at the
Mansfield Library. “It makes it a lot more
efficient when people need to do anything
on the Web.”
The forestry, journalism and health science buildings are next on the list for the
upgrades.
Most of the upgrades involve re-wiring
or new wiring. Ford said the wiring needs
upgrading to fix the “spaghetti mess” of
wiring and duct tape that exists in some
buildings, such as in the journalism and
forestry buildings. Wires that are now
duct-taped to the floor will be placed in
ceilings.
Safe closets for special network-maintaining computers and hubs are also needed within buildings to house equipment so
it won’t be tampered with.
“Those areas have to be secure because
we can’t have a hacker get in there, or else
they will have access to the entire network,” Ford said.

Souh Ave. Stop

It’s the combination of extras that makes life
a little nicer at River Rock Apartments. Our brand
new 1-, 2- and 3-bedroom units have sound
insulation, so you can study hard (if you want).
Plus all the comforts of home, like washer/dryer,
range, fridge, disposal, dishwasher and covered
parking. Cat considered. River Rock Apartments
open January 2003, but we’re
leasing now. Want details?
Call 721-8990.

Natalie Storey
Montana Kaimin

When the student body president at Iowa State University
walked by the administrative
building at about 8 p.m. one
night last April he noticed there
was one light still on.
The light was burning in the
office of Teresa Branch, the “hardest working person at Iowa State,”
said T.J. Schneider, student body
president at Iowa State.
Branch will be at the
University of Montana
Thursday and Friday to interview for the position of vice president for student affairs.
Students can meet Branch at
2:30 p.m. during an open forum
in the UC Theater.
Branch is the associate vice
president for student affairs at
Iowa State University, where
she has a reputation for being
student friendly and hard working.
“Dr. Branch is a wonderful
person,” Schneider said. “She is
very outgoing and involved in
the student community.”
Branch is the second of four
candidates for the job who will
visit UM. Robert Thomas, vice
president for student affairs at
Millersville University in
Millersville, Penn., visited UM
last week.
Members of the search committee charged with finding a
replacement for Barbara
Hollmann, who announced her
retirement in October, are encouraging students to attend the open
forum and meet Branch.
“(Student members of the
committee) are the student voices and we feel like we need to
rely on more than just ourselves
to make this decision,” said
Christy Schilke, a member of
the search committee. “We need
to hear from students. We are
dependent on student attendance and opinion to make our
decision.”
On Thursday Branch will
meet with the search committee
and the student affairs staff. She
will also take a tour of campus
and have dinner with UM
President George Dennison. On
Friday she will meet with ASUM.
UM Vice President of
Administration and Finance
Bob Duringer said last week
that student input is vital to the
selection of a new vice president
for student affairs.
“We really want to make sure
that the person we select here is
someone that the students are
going to think highly of,” he said.
“Without student involvement, we
can’t be assured that is the case.”
Duringer said the number of
candidates who visit campus
was limited to four to keep costs
down. The University pays the
cost of travel for the candidates.
Duringer said travel costs about
$500 per candidate.
Mark Denke, the next candidate, will arrive on Feb. 24 and
Sarah Bickel will visit campus
on Feb. 27.
Whoever gets hired will make
$110,000 to $130,000 per year,
but Duringer said the amount is
negotiable. Duringer said the
salary is “not the best by any
means” but is still competitive.
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Dirtbags: A romp with the last of a disgusting breed
Column by
He
stood in
the steam
coming off
the hot tub
with a
half-empty
can of
Liam Gallagher Keystone
in one
hand, a tin of Copenhagen snuff
in the other. He wore nothing
but shorts and a T-shirt stained
with grease, gas and snoose.
His head was damn-near bald,
not bald like a geriatric’s head,
but like a freshly groomed
marine. He stood about 6 feet
tall and about 3 feet around.
The cold made him wiggle
while he talked. It was cold and
he was quickly getting colder,
you could see it in his eyes that
he wanted more than anything
to dive head first into that hot
tub.
“Hey, um, do any of ya know
how to open that gate?” he
asked.
His accent was unfamiliar,
but sounded of Canadian or
North Dakotan origin. He spoke
slowly. His tone was innocent
enough, he must have just forgotten his card key for the hot

tub. It was a simple enough
mistake and one anybody could
make. So, he asked if he could
borrow ours to let his buddies
in. Sure, why not? The hot tub
was about four short of capacity. There should be plenty of
room. How many buddies could
he have? We tossed him the
card and he was off, but not for
long.
In a matter of seconds he
returned with 12 buddies, who
were as unkempt, grimy and
seemingly as thick-skulled as
he was. Each had a drink in
hand, a can in pocket and a
ring around his collar. They
were unshaven, unshowered
and altogether unconcerned
with their haggard state of
appearance. Dirtbags through
and through.
“Hope you weren’t planning
on having a relaxing night,” one
of the dudes said laughing.
Sure enough, within minutes
my friends decided it was time
to leave the raucous crew to
boil in their own filth. They
were all a little repulsed. I
decided to stay a few minutes
longer.
“Well hell, I think we’re
gonna have to talk to the manager of this dump to see why
we didn’t get one of them fancy

keys for the tub,” another one
chimed in sarcastically.
They all erupted in laughter,
their drinks were spilled, brown
spit dripped from their mouths,
and dirt ran down their sweaty
brows. It was the funniest goddamned thing in the world to
them. Here they were, a bunch
of slednecks from Sidney,
Mont., living the high life, basting themselves in the hot tub of
a bunch of tight-assed ski bunnies from all corners of the

They were as happy as
a pig in mud and
about as filthy.
Dirtbags at their best.
country. Here they were
bathing for the first time in a
week, in the spa that’s set aside
for all the high-falutin’ folks
who are wealthy enough to own
a second home in Big Sky,
Mont. Here they were gettin’
one hell of a kick out of the fact
that they somehow managed to
find an empty hot tub on a cold
night after a long day of snowmobiling. They were as happy
as a pig in mud and about as
filthy. Dirtbags at their best.
The guys said they were on
their annual Presidents’ Day

weekend snowmobile trip. It
was a rite of passage for all of
them. They were real salt-of-theearth kind of guys. They love
their sleds as much, if not more
than their women. They drink
their liquor fast and drive their
sleds faster. They drive diesel
trucks with tires big enough to
fit twelve of those Michelin
babies. Their gun rack is never
empty, and their mud flaps are
always encrusted in earth. They
know how to have a hell of a
time and do so without spending
an arm and a leg on fancy
accommodations. They know
when you can scam a free continental breakfast from a hotel,
where the best deals on beer
are, how to sneak themselves
into hot tubs and how to scare
yuppies out of them. They’re
shameless and proud, and exactly the type of guys stuffy resort
towns like Big Sky need more of.
Last weekend I was in Big
Sky snowboarding for three days
and subsequently rubbing
elbows with too many millionaires. We were staying with my
buddies’ friends, who were fortunate enough to find a reasonably
priced rental among the myriad
six-, seven-, and eight-digit
estates that seem to be spreading across the valley as quickly

as knapweed. There were quite
a few of us crashing at the
house and the place took on a
sort of flophouse feel. We slept
wherever we could find room,
which was almost always on the
floor. We wallowed in our own
filth in somebody else’s house for
three day and a half days. Come
Monday, our socks could stand
on their own, and the smell of
our long johns could have been
mistaken for some sort of biological or chemical weapon of mass
destruction. We never showered,
or for that matter, never gave
any real concern to our personal
hygiene. Well, expect for that
one hot tub we took.
And now that I think about
it, my friends and I were easily
as filth-ridden as the Sidney
slednecks that seemed at first
so vile and revolting.
We were just like them, only
a little younger, a little thinner
and probably a little more educated. But all the same, we
were no better than those
rough-and-tumble rednecks
from the northeastern corner of
the state. We were all just a
bunch of dirtbags looking for a
free bath. Dirtbags united in
our search for solace from a
spa. Dirtbags and proud of it.
Dirtbags until the day we die.

THURSDAY • FEBRUARY 20 • 7:30 PM
NINTH ANNUAL NATIVE AMERICAN LECTURE
University Center - 3rd Floor, Room 331
in conjuction with Charter Day Celebration

NORMA BIXBY
INDIAN WOMEN —
LEADERSHIP TODAY
O’Connor Center for the Rocky Mountain West
Phone (406) 243-7700 FAX (406) 243-7709
www.crmw.org

FREE

opopopOPEN TO THE PUBLIC

GRIZ-CAT BACK TO BACK
LADY GRIZ vs. Montana State Bobcats

FRIDAY, FEB. 21ST 7:00 p.m.
GRIZ vs. Montana State Bobcats

Partners Hospice Volunteer Training Offered
Missoula, MT–Partners Hospice and Palliative Care Services
will hold its bi-annual volunteer
training March 4–April 3, 2003. The training, held
Tuesday and Thursday evenings
from 6:30 pm - 9:30 pm.
Contact Heather Harrington at 406- 327-3657

SATURDAY, FEB. 22ND 7:00 p.m.

TIP-OFF
PARTY @

The Press Box
Saturday
5:00 pm - 7:00 pm

Griz
Game Specials
$1 Pints
10¢ Wings
Half Price Pizzas

*NO TICKETS/JUST BRING GRIZ CARD TO GAME

Since 1957 Owens Health has been committed to
being a premier provider of innovative healthcare
solutions in the areas of home infusion, institutional
pharmacy, home medical equipment and community
pharmacy. We are located in beautiful Redding
California near Whiskey Town and Shasta Lakes.

INFORMATION SESSION AND INTERVIEW
SIGN-UP FOR OWENS HEALTHCARE
Date: March 13th
Place: SKAGGS Building
Time: 5:30 p.m.(Pizza
and drinks will be served)

We offer competitive benefits (medical/dental/vision), three weeks vacation plus six
days of sick leave, a matching 401(k) plan,
paid bereavement and jury duty days, seven
paid holidays, life insurance and more. We
will also assist you in paying for your
California Pharmacy Board Preparation.

We are also scheduled to
meet students for individual
interviews on March 14th
(sign up in the Career Center).

To answer any questions, our
phone number is 530-229-1135
or visit our website at
www.owenshealthcare.com

www.kaimin.org
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Group calls on volunteers to enforce snowmobile ban
Idaho side.
The Montana side of the proposed Great Burn Wilderness
The Native Forest Network is Area bans the use of all motorcalling upon back country enthu- ized vehicles. Motorized vehicles
siasts to help monitor and docuon the Idaho side of the area are
ment the illegal use of snowmoonly banned from traveling on
biles in more than 200,000 acres
trails, which allows for the use
of proposed wilderness that
of snowmobiles in deep wilderstraddles the Montana-Idaho
ness areas.
border.
“Ten years ago machines
“Our purpose is to make it
couldn’t get all the way up into
anybody’s work,” said Adam
the Great Burn,” said Sharon
Rissien, Last Refuge Campaign
Sweeney, public relations officer
coordinator for the Native Forest for the Lolo National Forest.
Network. “We’re
Because of
trying to make it
advanced techa citizen driven
nology for
project.”
snowmobiles,
The Last
the Great
Refuge
Burn area has
Campaign startseen an
ed two years ago
increase in
when a sharp
snowmobiles
increase in the
over the past
use of snowmocouple of years,
biles was seen in
Clark said.
Bob Clark,
areas closed to
Because of
aerial guide
motorized vehithis the Lolo
cles by the camNational
paign’s coForest has
founder, Phil
stepped up
Knight. In an
patrols around
attempt to raise
areas of the
awareness of the violations, a
Great Burn, patrolling from both
campaign was born uniting envi- the ground and the sky.
ronmentalists and skiers alike to
Last year patrollers ticketed
monitor the unlawful use of
less than 10 snowmobilers on
motorized vehicles on protected
the Montana side of the propublic lands.
posed Great Burn Wilderness
“The idea is to nip it before it
Area. However, increased
gets completely out of hand,”
patrolling doesn’t seem to be
said aerial guide Bob Clark, who stopping the use of snowmobiles
directs fly-overs along the
in many proposed wilderness
Montana-Idaho border.
areas.
So far the campaign hasn’t
The Forest Service has
changed any policies but they
already issued 10 tickets for
have increased the patrolling of
snowmobiling on the Montana
certain areas prone to snowmoside of the Great Burn Area this
bile use, Rissien said.
year, Sweeney said.
One area the group has
Snowmobilers who are caught
helped to increase law enforceon the Montana side of the
ment presence is in the proposed Great Burn Area may be fined
Great Burn Wilderness Area,
up to $5,000 and serve six
which extends across the
months in jail. The minimum
Bitterroot Mountains west of
fine is $100. The amount of the
Missoula into Idaho.
fine issued to violators is deterBecause of differences in formined by the magistrate,
est management by Montana
Sweeney said.
and Idaho, the presence of snowOne Lolo National Forest
mobiles in this area has created
employee said most snowmobilmany problems. The laws coners just laugh at the fines. The
cerning the Montana side of the
employee wished not to be
Great Burn are different than
named because of Forest Service
the laws that are applied to the
policies. Numerous Forest
Casey Trang
Montana Kaimin

“

The idea is to nip
it before it gets
completely out of
hand.

”

Service employees gave similar
refusals to the Kaimin, referring
all questions to the public relations department.
When the snowmobilers
arrive riding in a $20,000 truck,
pulling a $5,000 snowmobile on
a $3,000 trailer, the employee
said, a small fine is the least of
their worries.
Some critics disagree with
this stereotype of snowmobilers.
“Snowmobiling is not a rich
man’s sport,” said Bill Dart, public lands director for the Blue
Ribbon Coalition, a group that
promotes the responsible use of
motorized vehicles on public
land. “(Snowmobiles) give more
opportunity to bring the common
man to the public lands.”
However, Rissien said that
there are other concerns than
simply those of the common
man.
The campaign’s main prejudice against snowmobiles stems
from the impact of the machines
on wildlife that inhabit the area.
Many areas that the group monitors serve as prime dening habitats for wolverines, Rissien said.
Rissien said that wolverines
often leave their dens when disturbed by outside forces like
snowmobiles and that a disturbed wolverine has a much
higher chance of mortality.
“It’s like driving a HarleyDavidson through your grandma’s house,” Rissien said.
However, Dart said that there
is no research that supports
these findings.
“There is no science that
shows that snowmobiles disturb
wolverine habitats,” Dart said.
The wolverine is not listed as
endangered or threatened. The
Forest Service and Bureau of

Photo courtesy of Light Hawk

The tracks of snowmobiles cut across an alpine valley near Kid Lake in
the Clearwater National Forest, Idaho. Lolo National Forest, which
encompasses the proposed Great Burn Wilderness Area, has a forest plan
which bans the use of snowmobiles on the Montana side of the
Wilderness Area.

Land Management classify the
animal as a “sensitive species.”
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service was petitioned by six
groups in July of 2000 to list the
wolverine as threatened or

endangered. The agency
responded to the petition saying
that they could not begin work
on the groups’ findings “until
funds and staff become available.”

Back country volunteers needed for campaign
The campaign is seeking to recruit people
who are familiar with various back country
regions to document any evidence of snowmobiles in those areas.
“The level of involvement of the volunteers
goes along with their level of skill,” Rissien
said.
Volunteers need to have excellent back country winter skills, Rissien said, which includes
expert skiing and avalanche safety skills.

Those who are interested can pick up monitoring forms at the Trail Head, Pipestone
Mountaineering or contact the Native Forest
Network. Rissien encourages all Back country
enthusiasts to keep their heads up and report
the unlawful use of snowmobiles.
“We don’t want to tell people where to go,”
Rissien said. “If snowmobile use is closed, document it and tell the Native Forest Network or
the Forest Service.”

Outdoor Report
Well the grass is turning green, the mercury is rising and it looks like old man Winter has his bags back one foot out the door. Let’s hope he has a
change of heart and decides to hang out a little longer. God knows we could use a little more Winter around here. Here’s a run down of how the local
mountains are shaping up this spring, I mean winter.

Snowbowl
Marshall Mountain
Big Mountain
Blacktail mountain

1” new snow
No new snow
No new snow
No new snow

The gang at the Outdoor
Program has a whole slew
of outdoor adventures
planned for the coming
weeks. For the more horizontally oriented individuals they’ll be taking a group
up to Lolo Pass for some
cross-country skiing on Feb.
23. The trip costs $42 for
those with their own equipment and $10 more for those
without.
In two weeks they’ll be
heading up north to Red
Mountain in Rossland, B.C.

Base: 39” Summit: 66” Lost Trail Powder Mountain
Base: 35” Summit: 36” Lookout Pass
Base: 26” Summit: 69” Big Sky
Discovery Basin
Base: 42”

The trip will leave Missoula
on Feb. 28 and head back to
town on March 2. Check
with the Outdoor Program
for information about costs
and pre-trip meetings.
On Feb. 26 the Outdoor
Program will present “2000
Miles Down the Yukon River”
with Dave Dyer. The slide
show will highlight a seven
person expedition down the
length of the Yukon Territory
to the Bering Sea on the west
coast of Alaska. Dyer is curator of the Zoological Museum

and Herbarium in the
Division of Biological
Sciences here at UM. The
presentation is at 7 p.m. in
Social Sciences Room 356.
For anyone looking to get
their huck on this weekend
there are a variety of contests around Western
Montana that will provide
crowds of people to cheer
you on in your stupidity.
On Feb. 22 up at
Snowbowl, the annual
Snowbowl Cup Gelande
Jumping will be going

1” new snow
1” new snow
2-3” new snow
No new snow

down. The two days of ludicrously huge ski jumping
attracts national media as
well as jumpers from all
over the U.S. Chances are
the $8,000 cash purse has
something to do with that.
And right here in
Missoula the Montana
Snowboard Championships
will be held this weekend up
at Marshall Mountain. Yep,
you heard it, Marshall is yet
again stunning the world of
snowboarding by hosting
yet another competition.

Base: 59” Summit: 67”
Base: 57” Summit: 101”
Base: 52” Summit: 83”
Base:48” Summit:75”

There will be a slopestyle
event held on Saturday, and
then on Sunday there will
be a big air quarter pipe
event. Riders can register at
discounted prices on Friday.
Both the slopestyle course
and the quarter pipe are
slated to be open all day
Friday and they’ll even leave
the lights on so competitors
can practice into the wee
hours of the night. For more
information call Marshall
mountain at 258-6000.
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ASUM sends money
to sue Gov. Martz
Jeff Windmueller
Montana Kaimin

ASUM attacked Gov. Judy
Martz Wednesday night by
appropriating $1,000 toward a
lawsuit alleging that the governor illegally reappointed Student
Regent Christian Hur without
their consent.
The lawsuit is a combined
effort among other universities
in Montana and student organizations like Montana Associated
Students, which appropriated
$2,000 of its own money.
“I think we were one of the
last to join,” Swan said.
The Meloy Law Firm of
Helena has agreed to take the
case that could eventually end up
in the Montana Supreme Court.
The total fixed cost will be
$7,000, practically pro-bono work
for the amount of man-hours that
will have to be spent, Swan said.
“It’s important for the sheer
fact that student input has been
completely neglected by the governor.” Swan said. “It’s important to show the governor’s office
and the rest of the state that
student input is important.”
After the senate’s vote to
appropriate the money, it passed
two resolutions and sent another
back to committee.
A resolution to support UM
international students by urging
the University of Montana not to
give out personal information to
the FBI or other government
agencies was sent back to committee after a number of students questioned the effectiveness of the document.
Sen. Aaron Flint was the first
to question the resolution when
he said that the terrorists who
attacked the World Trade Center
were, in fact, allowed to roam
freely about the country on
expired student visas.
Furthermore, the information
international students give the
U.S. government to attain their
visa is not much different from
information that any American
student would have to give to
another country when traveling

Georgian speaker to discuss country
Katie Klingsporn
Montana Kaimin

abroad, attaining a federal grant.
Flint found support from other
senators including some international students.
“I think its almost a protection
to international students to provide a little bit more information,”
said Sen. Flora Lee, a student
from Hong Kong. “Just in case (of
a terrorist attack), if someone
does blame you, and you have
actually given fingerprints that
can help prove you didn’t do it.”
Both Flint and Lee agreed that
international students are important to UM and that the resolution is for a good cause. During
ending comments both offered
their assistance to the committee
to help revise the resolution.
Another resolution that was
approved, rescinded, and then
proposed this week was the resolution to support an increase in
the UC renovation fee of $2 a
semester for the next four
semesters.
After an extra week to view
the deterioration in areas not
viewable to students lounging in
the UC — like back rooms, the
rooftop and the basement — the
senate supported the increase.
Finally, the senate approved a
resolution that would change
their bylaws to require that candidates report all money spent
for their campaigns two days
prior to election, rather than just
one.

To Americans, the Republic of Georgia
could easily be confused with their southeastern state of peaches.
However, in the tiny republic nestled
between Russia, Turkey, Armenia, Azerbaijan
and the Black Sea, similarities to any U.S.
state are remote.
Visiting University of Montana professor
Lago Gocheleishvili, teacher of Persian languages and native of the Republic of
Georgia, will clarify these differences, outline the history and examine the internal
conflicts of Georgia in a community discussion Thursday.
“The main purpose is to provide information and answer possible questions that the
community might have about Georgia,” said
Gocheleishvili.
The discussion, entitled “Georgia at the
Crossroads, the Struggles of an Ancient
Nation and People,” will take place at 7p.m.
in the Dell Brown Room in Turner Hall. It is

free and open to the public.
The World Affairs Council of Montana, the
Office of International Programs, and UM’s
Central Asia and Caspian Basin Program are
co-sponsoring the event.
“It’s the first time that these groups are
collaborating to organize a talk about a country and region that not many people know
about, but more are interested in since the
events of 9/11,” said UM professor Mehrdad
Kia.
Kia said the presentation’s aim is simply
to provide information about the nation and
its surrounding region, which is becoming
more central to the U.S. government because
of its enormous natural resources and terrorist activities.
The United States is currently training the
Georgian army as a part of anti-terrorism
cooperation between the two.
“We might not care about it now, but
events may unfold there and then Americans
will ask, ‘Where is Georgia?’” Kia said. “It’s
important to be educated and not be caught
by surprise.”

Fresh & Tasty
Tap Room Open

Mon - Th 3-9 Fri - Sat 12-9
602 Myrtle • 728-1660
www.kettlehouse.com
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P L A S M A

.

My roommate used to do it all the time. Finally, she talked me into it.
I was a little nervous at first, but it really was easy. It didn’t hurt and only took two
hours. Then, when I found out that plasma was used to make medicines for people
with hemophilia and other illnesses, I felt even better.The money didn’t hurt either...
it helps make ends meet when things are tight. But even after I’m out of college,
I’m still going to give plasma. Because its a way I can help other people... because its
the right thing to do.

160

$
EACH

MONTH YOU

CAN

RECEIVE

UP TO

We Deliver
Hours:
11am-3am 7 days a week
Location: 130 N. Higgins
For Delivery Call:
541-PITA (7482)

FREE
soda & bag of chips
with purchase of a Pita
Must have coupon when ordering. Not Good with
any other offers. Limit one coupon per order.

Natalie McKee. College Student

406-721-2584
Missoula Center • 3050 Great Northern Avenue • Missoula, MT • 59808
www.biolifeplasma.com

kaiminsports@hotmail.com
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Lady Griz star Lynsey Monaco bears all
Will Cleveland
Montana Kaimin

Lynsey Monaco, a sophomore forward
for the Lady Griz, stopped by the Kaimin
this week to reveal all. She spilled the
beans on everything from growing up as a
Dillon Beaver to her opinions on Mary
Shelley’s “Frankenstein.” And as always,
we left no rocks unturned in trying to find
out who Lynsey Monaco really is.
Kaimin: I just gotta ask this one,
does being a Dillon Beaver entail
more than playing basketball?
A: Obviously being from Beaverhead
County, being an athlete, and being a good
scholar. So it probably does entail more
than playing basketball.
Kaimin: OK, your last name is
Monaco, so I’m sure you’ve heard this
before, but what would an ex-Beaver
do in Monaco?
A: I would have to say enjoy myself and
relax, have a little fun. Instead of building
some dams, maybe build some friendships
and relationships.
Kaimin: Enough of this Beaver
bullshit, let’s get down to basketball
business. Do you wear make-up for a
basketball game?

Therefore, who do you think is the
hottest member of the Griz football
team? And what makes them so damn
sexy?
A: That’s confidential information (laughingly).
Kaimin: If you don’t want to
name a name, what makes that
person so damn sexy?
A: His personality.

A: No.
Kaimin: The football team is full of
some strapping young lads.

A: (A big laugh) I think that’s
just her crazy personality along
with Brooklyn (Lorenzen). They
like to get their alter egos going on
with Britney Spears and old J-Lo.
As far as being a dork, I don’t think
so. Jill is a lot of fun.

Kaimin: Jody McLeod said she
Kaimin: If your boat got
Monaco would be working at Subway if
stranded in the middle of
she wasn’t playing basketball.
Flathead Lake, which one of
What would you be doing?
your teammates would risk messing
up her hair and swim out to get you?
A: I would definitely being going to
school and probably
A: Definitely Jody
have a job.
McLeod.
Kaimin: Any reason why?

13

Kaimin: Where
would you be working? You wouldn’t be
working for the
Montana Kaimin, I’m
sure of that. Just because this is such
a great place to be.

Questions

A: Probably, because
she is one of my best
friends and she would go out of her way to
help a sister out.
Kaimin: We all know how stellar
our pep band is. Which pep band
song during the basketball game
pumps you up the most and why?

A: Yup.
Kaimin: Have you ever considered
wearing war paint instead?

week of your teammate Jill Henkel,
she said that all of her teammates
think she is a dork. Is this true and
why does she liken herself to Britney
Spears?

A: I would say our fight song. Just
because when you run out on the floor
with all that adrenaline pumping, everyone stands up and cheers. They are the
ones that start it and get everyone up on
their feet, so our band’s incredible.
Kaimin: In a Kaimin profile last

A: (Huge chuckle) I’d be working for a
company.
Kaimin: We all know what a great
thief you are on the basketball court,
what do you attribute this to? Real
life experience, perhaps?
A: Definitely not! That comes from a lot
of hard work and dedication. Life experiences definitely haven’t helped me here.
Kaimin: On a serious note, every-

one knows that the guys basketball
team isn’t doing so hot, why is that?
And what makes the ladies so much
better?
A: First of all, I think we are all one big
team together and you got me on this one.
And what makes the girls so much better,
probably just building up that tradition
that Lady Griz Basketball is all about.
Kaimin: Alright, let’s play the word
association game. I’ll give you a word
and you just blurt out the first thing
that comes into your head.
1. Robin Selvig...
A: A great coach, very
inspirational
2. The Food Zoo...
A: Lots of people.
3. George Clooney...
A: (Another big laugh) I don’t
know. I was just saying the first
thing that popped into my mind.
Kaimin: OK now, here’s a literature
question. In Mary Shelley’s classic
novel “Frankenstein,” Victor
Frankenstein creates a monster and
then spurns him. Was the message
Shelley was trying to send a statement about the throwaway nature of
our society or was Frankenstein just
scared of his monster’s bad hair cut?
A: Good question, very good question.
Q: So what do you think?
A: I don’t know random literature.
Q: That’s why you just bullshit it.
A: Definitely scared of his monster’s
bad hair cut. I mean seriously, what was
that guy thinking?
Q: Final question time: soup or
salad?
A: Salad!

Griz, Lady Griz in the middle of the conference pack
Identical records make
for nip-and-tuck
tournament seeding
Myers Reece
Montana Kaimin

The race for postseason positions
in the Big Sky tournament is becoming more heated and more jumbled
every game with two teams at 5-6
and three others at 4-6. In the middle
of it all are the Montana Grizzlies,
tied for third-place with Montana
State at 5-6.
The Grizzlies are trying to gain
some separation from not only the
Bobcats, but also the three other
teams nipping at their heels at 4-6.
Sacramento State, Northern Arizona
and Idaho State are all tied entering
the final stretch of Big Sky play.
Montana is coming off a solid home
win against Idaho State in which
they showed off a balanced scoring
attack that took some of the pressure
off its two leading scorers, David Bell
and Kevin Criswell. Bell averages
17.2 points per game, third in the
conference, and Criswell scores 14.7
points per game, which is fifth in the
conference. The third top scorer for
the Griz is Steven Horne, averaging
11.8 points per game.
Bell, a senior, and Criswell, a redshirt freshman, find themselves in
the top ten of a handful of statistical
categories in the Big Sky. Criswell is
in the top ten in free-throw percentage and three-point field goals made
per game. He barely fails to make the
cut in three-point percentage, ranking 12th.

Bell is in the top ten in steals,
Hollie Tyler and Katie
three-point percentage, free-throw
Edwards statistical
percentage and leads the conference
in three-point field goals made per
leaders for the Lady Griz
game. Bell is currently seventh on
Big Sky’s all-time three-point field
Will Cleveland
goals list with 182 for his career.
Montana Kaimin
Providing an inside force for the
Grizzlies is senior Marcus Rosser.
The overtime loss that the
Rosser is third in the conference in
University of Montana Lady Griz
rebounding at 6.8 rebounds per game. suffered last Thursday against the
The 6-foot-7-inch center is a big reaWeber State Wildcats was the fifth
son that Montana ranks third in the
consecutive overtime loss that the
conference in team rebounding, averteam has endured, but only the first
aging 33.8 rebounds per
this year.
game.
Overall, UM has now
Montana also continlost seven of its last
ues to lead the Big Sky
eight overtime games,
in blocks, swatting away
including all four last
4.4 shots a game. Victor
year, dating back to the
Venters, Corey Easley
1998-1999 season.
and Chris McKay help
“We’re playing well,”
this cause with their
said Lady Griz head
Griz Tracks
height in the middle.
coach Robin Selvig. “We
The Grizzlies rank in
had a heartbreaker at
the middle of the conferWeber that would have
ence in a variety of other
kept us in the hunt, but
categories as a team, but
we’re playing good basshow up near the bottom in scoring
ketball. We’re hoping to finish strong
defense. Montana allows opponents to down the stretch.”
score 70.6 points per game, seventh
With their win on Saturday, the
in the Big Sky.
Lady Griz improved their conference
Sam Riddle leads the team in
record to 6-3, good enough for third
assists at 2.9, a little ahead of Bell’s
place in the Big Sky Conference
average of 2.7. Bell, a true shooting
race.
guard, has assumed the point guard
Through this week, Montana is
position for much of this season due
tied for third place in scoring per
to the absence of Derrick Mansell, but game with the Eagles of Eastern
is back at his natural position now.
Washington University.
The Grizzlies host the Bobcats on
Leading the way in the offensive
Saturday night and then are on the
trenches is sophomore center Hollie
road at Sacramento State and
Tyler and freshman guard Katie
Northern Arizona to close out the reg- Edwards who are combining for 25.7
ular season.
points per game.

Stellar team defense has been the
key for the Lady Griz of late, as they
have won five of their last six
games.
Keying this surge has been the
solid defensive play of Tyler, who
leads the conference with 2.81 blocks
per game, while Montana leads the
conference in team blocks with 5.14
per game.
Also the Lady Griz lead the conference in rebounding with 40.5 per
game and field goal percentage
defense where they are only allowing
opponents to make 35.5 percent of
their shots per game.
Junior guard Brooklyn Lorenzen
continues to be the catalyst for the
Lady Griz offense with her Big Sky
Conference-leading 5.68 assists per
game.
Lorenzen, who has started every
game in her high school career, is
also leading the conference in assistto-turnover ratio with nearly three
assists for every turnover she commits.
As a team, the Lady Griz are caring for the ball particularly well,
surrendering the least amount of
turnovers per game (14.4) in the conference.
The Lady Griz are peaking at the
right time of the season, but the
team’s chances of hosting Big Sky
tournament are slim, Selvig said.

Come visit us online
at www.kaimin.org
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Baucus
Continued from Page 1

One opportunity Baucus
pointed out is the creation of
jobs that the cleanup will
present.
“All remediation efforts
should be utilizing Montana
workers,” Baucus said.
The cleanup also presents
a tremendous possibility for
redevelopment, Baucus said,
listing several development
opportunities that could
benefit the community.
Some of the benefits he
mentioned were improved
boating, fishing and the
potential of building a golf
course.
Baucus underlined the
importance of the community’s involvement in order
to seize opportunities that
the proposed cleanup presents.
“Things don’t work if you
jam it down their throats,”
Baucus said.
Baucus described the
effort to remove the dam as

a collaboration of distinct
groups from all different levels. Baucus praised members
of the community for working with local officials and
state and federal agencies.
“There are many voices in
the choir and it takes everybody,” Nielsen said.
One of the most important voices in that choir is
the group that will pay the
estimated $90 million for
the cleanup. The majority
of the cost for the cleanup
is likely to fall upon the
shoulders of the Atlantic
Richfield Company, which
owns copper mines in
Butte. Sediments from
those mines are said to be
responsible for much of the
toxic sediments that rest at
the bottom of Milltown
Reservoir.
Baucus said he wants to
help advance negotiations
between the Environmental
Protection Agency and
ARCO in order to speed up
removal of the dam.
“It just takes time,”
Baucus said

FREE FRENCH FILM!!

La Ville est tranquille

[The Town is Quiet] 2000, subtitled. Director Robert Guédiguian’s ironically titled
mosaic of Marseilles, rife with racial tension, political extremism, unemployment,
drugs and prostitution. 7 p.m. Feb. 23 & 24, at 7pm in the UC Theater.

KBGA
Continued from Page 1

“So we decided to stay on
the phones until midnight,
said Carly D’Andrea, KBGA’s
program director.
The radiothon began on
Monday at 10 a.m and ended
at 10:30 p.m. Saturday
night.
“Someone called in from
Antarctica and donated
money,” said D’Andrea.
It just proves how diverse
and far-reaching our little
station is, she said.
“We finally got the $10,000
at 10:30 on Saturday,” said
Kobold. “It was a sweet ending to a long night.”
Even though their initial
goal of $15,000 was not

reached, they still did exceptionally well for a small independent station, Kobold said.
“We shot high, and if you don’t
ask you will not receive.”
The station accepted donations from 200 different
callers and averaged $50 a
call, said Kobold.
People donating $50
received a KBGA T-shirt, a
CD and a bumper sticker.
Those donators also got to
choose between a mystery
CD, a Griz Tonka truck or a
T-shirt from Big Sky Brewing
Company.
Those who donated $75
were entered into a raffle for
a snowboard from Elements
board shop, free membership
to the YMCA, gift certificates
from different restaurants or
a scooter.
“The raffle was originally

scheduled for last Friday but
has been postponed until this
coming Friday,” said
D’Andrea. “We wanted to
give everyone who pledged
$75 enough time to get their
money in so they had a
chance to win.”
KBGA plans on putting
the money toward continuing
“Live in Missoula” which
puts on free, all-ages shows
featuring local bands, Kobold
said. Some money also will
go toward equipment upkeep
and station operations.
The final pledge total will
be very helpful in the coming
year, said Kobold.
The station surpassed last
year’s total by more than
$3,000.
“We all really appreciate
the community support,”
Kobold said.

w w w. k a i m i n . o r g
Don’t Download
For Free When
You Can Get Paid
up to

$360

a month

Sperm Donors
Needed!
•Anonymous program
•Must be 18-35
& in good health
Call the donor info line

549-0958
NW Andrology
& Cryobank
Missoula, MT
*Egg donors also needed
*Minority donors encouraged

The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out
any money.

LOST & FOUND
LOST. Red Schwinn Cruiser Deluxe w/chrome fenders,
Springer fork, & Big Dipper sticker. 2/14, Mansfield
Library racks. 370-5564
FOUND: Women’s’ black gloves in 1st floor UC restroom. Call 327-8697 to ID
FOUND. Keys outside Health Sciences Bldg, 2/18/03.
Call 243-4433 & describe.
LOST. Black Turtlefur beanie. Call Clark x1051.
LOST. My Grandpa’s sheepskin mittens, dark brown.
Reward for clues. Please help! 721-4270
LOST. Gold Bracelet, not sure of date, able to identify. Miranda: 243-3850, reward offered and my gratitude

PERSONALS
Why wait? Free, anonymous HIV Counseling &
Testing...Call 243-2122
Pace your drinks to one or fewer per hour ... another
way UM students party safe.
Hey Women! If you’ve ever had sex, a yearly Pap
smear is recommended to check for cancer. You can
get birth control pills and get checked for infection at
the same time. MEDICAL CLINIC at Curry Health
Center, call for an appointment 243-2122

k iosk
LOOKING FOR SOMETHING TO DO? Explore the world!
Stuff from everywhere at the Peace Center, 519 S.
Higgins. Fair Trade, naturally!

Online Filing Do Your Taxes Online @ www.absolutetaxes.com for a minimal fee of $9.95 for 1040EZ and
$14.95 for 1040. FREE E-FILE!!

Win $10,000! New Singles Website coming online. Just
fill out a profile to be eligible. It’s FREE!
http://www.abetterwaytodate.com

PROFESSIONAL PROOFREADING/EDITING. $1.00/page
542-0837

HELP WANTED
WANTED
BE A BARTENDER Must be 18yrs+ Earn $15-30/hr. 1-2
week program. Job placement. Flexible hours, get
certified. 406-728-TIPS (8477)
Up to $500/wk preparing mailings, P/T. Not sales.
Flexible schedules. (626) 294-3215
BARTENDERS NEEDED!! No experience necessary! Earn
up to $300/day. 1-866-291-1884 x1090
MOVIE EXTRAS! MODELS NEEDED No experience necessary!! Earn up to $150-450/day! Call now for immediate exposure. 1-800-814-0277 x1090
STUDENTS: Be Paid What You’re Worth. AM/PM FT/PT *Internships* Call Sherri Mon-Fri, 9am-5pm.
728-2408

SERVICES
SERVICES
CARPET CLEANING Average apartment $35-$45. Call
Ken 542-3824 21 years experience.

Sarah Sandoval reads Tarot, $5, T, W, Th & Sat at Art
Missoula, 219 W. Broadway

FOR SALE
SALE - SALE - SALE - SALE at Hide & Sole - Downtown.
10%-50% off...ALL FOOTWEAR and ALL LEATHER
GOODS - EVERYTHING IN THE STORE FOR OUR ANNUAL PRESIDENT’S DAY SALE. Dansko, Naot, Birkenstock,
Haflinger, Belts, Purses, Wallets, Hats, Sheepskin
Slippers and Much More!

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTOMOTIVE
‘97 Honda Accord SE, auto, fully loaded, warranty.
$10,800 OBO. 360-4567

COMPUTERS
Have a Mac? Have Problems? Call Peet at 370-4566.
Reduced rates for students and contract work. Also
willing to trade.

E-mail CLASSIFIED ADS To: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu

K A I M I N C LA S S I F I E D S
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Prepayment is required. Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu.
Off Campus
Student/Faculty/Staff
$.90 per 5-word line/day R A T E S $1 per 5-word line/day
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.

FOR RENT
ROCK CREEK CABINS
www.bigsky.net/fishing

$22-$55/night

DO YOU WEAR CLOTHES?
251-6611

Come talk to the rental experts, Professional Property
Management, for a free listing of available properties! professionalproperty.com or 2685 Palmer Street,
Ste. B., Missoula, MT 721-8990

MISCELLANEOUS
Disappointed with our leadership? Become a leader!
Sign up for the Leadership Conference on Feb 22,
2003, 9-4 at the UC info desk.

50% LEATHER
LEATHER
Carlo’s February 50% off sale. All clothes, used and
vintage. ALL shoes, hats, gloves, coats.

50% off ALL clothing at Carlo’s every day in February.

FIRE DANCERS
Want to practice? 360-4567

INSTRUCTION
Aikido of Missoula is offering a 6-week introductory
course for adults starting Tuesday, February 25th at
5:30pm. Classes meet Tuesdays and Thursdays, 5:306:45. Aikido is a noncompetitive martial art based on
harmony. Please call 549-8387 for details.

TRAINING
Wildland Fire Training 543-0013

BEADS 25% OFF
Bathing Beauties 25% off sale. 517 Higgins 543-0018
All February

CARLO’S 50% OFF SALE
Carlo’s One Night Stand 543-6350 204 South Third 50%
off every day in February.

E-mail DISPLAY ADS To: kaiminad@kaimin.org

